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Master of Arts in English Literature
Natasha Young
Walking Through Fire:
Black Men’s Quest for Autonomy in August Wilson’s Two Trains Running and King Hedley II1
“We declare our right on this earth to be a man,” Malcom X announced, “to be a human
being, to be respected as a human being, to be given the rights of a human being in this society, on
this earth, in this day, which we intend to bring into existence by any means necessary.” Delivered
in 1965 as a closing to the address at the founding rally for the Organization of African American
Unity, these words are as poignant now as they were then. They provide a powerful backdrop for
the exploration of Black male characters in August Wilson’s Two Trains Running and King Hedley
II who lack that respect and those rights. Further analysis confirms James Baldwin’s claim that
“to be a negro in this country and to be relatively conscious is to be in rage almost all the time”
(J. e. Baldwin 205). The demand to be recognized is a war they wage against a formidable foe--the engrained culture of racism of American society.
Wilson’s ten-play cycle spans the twentieth century and intricately chronicles the lives of
Black people in America. Throughout each decade, he focuses on societal challenges that
distinguish the Black experience in America as a complex piece of the country’s fabric. This
experience is laced with the temperament of a culture that has historically been adversely affected
by racist practices sanctioned by the United States. In Black Manhood in James Baldwin, Ernest
Gaines and August Wilson, Keith Clark asserts, “Wilson dismantles hackneyed definitions of
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maleness, for clusters of male characters dramatize the arduous internal excavation that must be
undertaken in negotiating individual and collective identity” (Clark 100). Many characters in
Wilson’s dramas seek to define themselves in a world where definitions for Black people are
predetermined. In this predestined world of maladies, characters emerge as unsettled, determined,
and dangerously close to personal demise. To secure personal autonomy through economic
stability, they try to follow rules created by White American society. The benefit of following
these rules is that the characters are given a bit of access to mainstream society, more a glimpse
than a front row seat, but still a chance to scrutinize the modus operandi and learn to successfully
navigate it. But even when conforming to the guidelines, they are not given the same opportunities
as White Americans. The limited access they have does not afford them all rights of citizenship
dictated by societal edicts.

This disadvantage coupled with Wilson’s characters’ unapologetic

conviction that they are being denied an entitlement cause them to explode in their retaliation
against the system of discrimination that America breeds.

According to Keith Clark, “Wilson

decenters singular characters by dramatizing communities of black men in order to depict their
various phases of identity formation” (Clark 101). These communities deepen Black people’s
yearning for a piece of the proverbial American pie, as they etch their names and stories on our
memories, gaining definition for themselves in ways that are destructive, yet poignant. As the
yearning for this slice is deepened in Blacks, the dramas also spotlight the purposefully overlooked
disparity in avenues to access the so-called American dream. In this way, Wilson’s masterpiece
of a century cycle of plays proves to be honest, compelling, and quite emblematic of the
infrastructure of American society.
The American dream is comprised of certain rudiments---a home, a family, and a job.
Many of August Wilson’s characters seek the refuge a job provides as an avenue to stability and a
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provision of basic needs. However, their quest is also demonstrative of a mission to dismantle the
stereotypes that plague Black people in America by establishing economic autonomy to counter
racism. Wilson’s century cycle is provocative on several levels; yet, the thematic connection that
all his dramas share is most prevalent. From the onset of the twentieth century to the heels of the
twenty first, Wilson reminds readers that the struggles of Black Americans to define themselves
beyond the boundaries White America has assigned them have been unremitting. The face of these
struggles varies in form; nonetheless, the desire of his characters to sustain a definitive role or even
a definitive moment is pervasive. This is evident in each of the ten plays in his century cycle; but
Two Trains Running, published in 1990, and King Hedley II, published in 2005, are most notable
because they emphasize these struggles at especially critical junctures in America. They are set
shortly after the Civil Rights Movement and signing of the Civil Rights Act in 1964 and after the
Black Power Movement of the sixties and seventies, periods with the purpose of repositioning
Black people’s stance as American citizens. The Civil Rights Movement was especially important
because it was an attempt to have the law mandate equal rights. Two Trains Running is set after
that legal mandate and provides strong literary text within a historical context to analyze whether
those decrees have a positive impact on Black life in America. The Black Power Movement was
an era imbued by discontent with The Civil Rights Movement. Though their goals of achieving
equality were the same, The Black Power Movement emphasized self-reliance and a lack of
dependence on White society. Much like that movement, King Hedley II speaks to this desire for
self-reliance and autonomy from external forces.
Black men in Two Trains Running and King Hedley II are on a quest for self-preservation
and personal autonomy which they can acquire by securing financial or material assets. Their goal
is to be respected without prejudice and have access to all the tenets of manhood afforded to White
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people in the United States and declared to be their right in the country’s immortalized dogma of
the Constitution and Declaration of Independence.

Their paths are laden with the “tacks”,

“splinters” and “boards torn up” that Langston Hughes notes in his poem, “Mother to Son”
(Hughes, The Dream Keeper 64) when the poem’s speaker encourages her child to persist with
resiliency in working toward an objective. The prize they seek comes at great personal loss that
ironically inspires a spirit of determination and secures, even if minimally, some of the sovereignty
over their own lives for which they so vehemently fight to the death. Despite the perilous roads
that lead to it, Wilson’s characters actively pursue personal autonomy via economic stability. They
want to be legally and socially able to live as they choose and as they deem fair without control
from White forces.

Gaining economic stability is a challenging goal because it involves

combatting racism and the effects of it that marginalize them. If they allow the marginalization,
they allow themselves to falter as men, and these men find that option unacceptable.

Two Trains Running
Set in 1969 in Pittsburgh’s Hill District, Two Trains Running takes place in a restaurant
owned by Memphis Lee. The City of Bridges is planning to redevelop that area of Pittsburgh,
which includes tearing down Memphis’s restaurant, and offers him ten thousand dollars as
compensation: but he is not willing to accept such a small sum. He repeatedly boasts this refusal
to the denizens of the restaurant amidst their expression of discontentment with life. Memphis
was also cheated out of land he owned in Mississippi several years before the play opens and is
creating the leverage necessary to regain his property.

The play illustrates the feeling of

disenfranchisement and adversity that Black people have felt in America and those feelings seep
into a restaurant setting and linger. They loiter like uninvited guests, providing the backdrop for
tensions that brew in society, causing them to blow up. On many occasions, this eruption is met
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with a misunderstanding that trivializes the importance of the various issues the play strives to
address. Harry Justin Elam makes an analogy between W.E.B Du Bois’ probing question from
The Souls of Black Folk and the desire for Wilson’s characters to seek some form of definition:
How does it feel to be a problem? Characters in the play assign multifarious meanings to the
definition of problem; they believe their problems are a result of societal disparity. The problem
Dr. Du Bois cites is racism and the effect racism has on the conscience of Black and White people.
Those assigned meanings that Wilson’s characters give to the word are connected to Du Bois’
proposition. The problem is not skin color, but instead the hate inflicted upon Black people
because of their skin color. The issue is racism. The problem characters contend with is racism
and its effects, as opposed to race, because a matter of racism specifies that troubles are imposed
by an external force. In this case, the force is the American government. A race problem implies
that Black characters are the root of the crisis. Because of this problematic situation, Memphis
must maintain a duality. He must follow the established rules of White society to maintain his
status as a respectable entrepreneur; yet, what he needs to do to reconcile his past in Mississippi is
not in accordance with those rules. Du Bois affirms, “It is a peculiar sensation, this sense of double
consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring
one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity” (W. E. Du Bois 215).
It is because of this having to look at one’s self through the eyes of others (those others being
White people in a legally racist society) that this struggle for autonomy and self-preservation is
challenging to Memphis.
Lee’s Restaurant was once consistently well populated and lucrative. It now suffers from
the depression the threat of redevelopment can foster, because redevelopment often leaves the
predominant residential group of a community subjugated. Memphis is on the threshold of such
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subjugation. But for the restaurateur, it would be much more than simply the physical loss of a
building. The monetary value of the building is not substantial. For Memphis, his property has a
greater value than what the city suggests, and it also has a value that is greater than any amount of
money. Its value surpasses quantitative sums and extends to a qualitative calculation that Memphis
does not believe White people have the authority or empathy to measure. Such redevelopment
would precipitate an internal, soul shattering death for Memphis that he was able to avoid when
he purchased the property after being swindled in Mississippi. This economic gain afforded him
an opportunity to move closer to the personal autonomy he works arduously to attain; therefore,
its worth exceeds numerical computations.
The powers that governed Pittsburgh at the time did not focus on the human spirit that
would not be redeveloped as a result of tearing down Black businesses. In 1943, City Council
member George E. Evans wrote that "approximately 90 percent of the buildings in the area are
sub-standard and have long outlived their usefulness, and so there would be no social loss if they
were all destroyed” (King 26). Characters of this play---Hambone, Holloway, Sterling, West and
Wolf---have come to rely on the restaurant as much more than a place to get meals, which
contradicts that interpretation. The patrons’ occupation of the restaurant clearly defeats the claim.
Evans’ 1943 assessment is gravely demonstrative of the privilege White people had in being
allowed to make judgments about topics and a people of which they had very little knowledge
beyond the perceptions and inequities they created to promote racism.

Consequently, the

restaurant has become more a venue for the exchange of intimate dialogue than simply a place for
dining on the menu’s standards---beans with corn muffins, chicken with two sides, meatloaf with
two sides, mashed potatoes, green beans, macaroni and cheese and potato salad of which are not
regularly available. Yet, it is still a main fixture because it is the physical point of convergence
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for the play’s cast and it additionally functions as the backdrop upon which the characters’
insecurities and underlying agendas spring forth, particularly Memphis’.
Being a problem for White people is empowering for Memphis, because it is redemption
for the time he was swindled in Mississippi. It is an opportunity to stand on his own ground and
require White people to negotiate with him on his terms, not theirs. He inches closer to personal
autonomy in refusing to accept the price he is offered for his property, but instead having them
meet his. Memphis believes that his Pittsburgh restaurant, which is deemed an eye sore and an
unnecessary establishment, provides him the influence he needs to negotiate in a way that will
project the manhood and entitlement of which he believes he was robbed in the South. He defines
himself by his assets---the restaurant that he paid fifty-five hundred dollars in cash for and the land
he was forced to leave in Mississippi. Ownership of the restaurant eradicates the injustice
Memphis experienced in Mississippi when his mule was murdered, and he was forced to leave his
land. Despite the back taxes that were owed on the property, Memphis still saw the acquisition of
it as an opportunity to live without having to defend his manhood to White people, an opportunity
to gain a sense of autonomy, thus he remarks, “I had seen a way to take off my pistol” (Wilson,
Two Trains Running 9). Taking off his pistol means he does not have to guard himself against the
racial degradation that once belittled him. Taking off his pistol means he does not have to fight to
prove he is a man because this economic acquisition secures his position in a pantheon of sorts
that he believes does not require such defense mechanisms. Even with his paper deed, he could
not gain this status with his southern property. As a result, Memphis even refuses to resell the
building to West, the Black local funeral parlor owner and real estate mogul, for a twenty five
hundred dollar profit. Profit combined with not having to pay back taxes is not alluring for the
Jackson, Mississippi transplant. He informs his patrons of the importance of the building when he
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says, “But see…he didn’t know that it had come to mean more to me than that. I had found a way
to live the rest of my life (Wilson, Two Trains Running 9)”. Ownership allows Lee to circumvent
discrimination in a way that supports “the ideal of fostering and developing the traits and talents
of the Negro…in large conformity to the ideals of the American Republic” (W. E. Du Bois 220).
Ownership allows Lee to maintain a balance between his current life, which he associates with a
level of success because it is in alignment with accepted standards of accomplishment, and his life
in Mississippi where, despite his ownership, he was still a victim of America’s problem of racism.
When Memphis bought farmland in the Magnolia State, many suggested his purchase was
a foolish decision. The land was barren and there seemed to be no potential for irrigation. Relying
on the skills he learned from his grandfather, Memphis found a probable location for water and
dug for half a year until he reached some. When he created a fruitful crop, the White previous
landowner told him that his deed stated that if any water was found on the land the deed would be
nullified.

Memphis seeks justice from the place which he believes will uphold the virtues of

honor and fairness---the local courthouse. But it is in this very place of supposed equity, that
Memphis is emasculated. His pleas are jeered, his mule is murdered, and his crop is burned making
it impossible to return to his home. “To get to my house I’d have to walk through fire. I wasn’t
ready to do that” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 73). This portion of Two Trains Running, even
though it is only allotted a few lines in the script, is a large reasoning for the characterization
Memphis attempts as well as the barometer for achieving that autonomy. He was not ready to
walk through fire during that time because he did not have leverage. His role as a business owner
was not recognized by Whites. Part of the leverage he would need to “walk through fire” is gained
in proprietorship of the building in Pittsburgh.
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The way Memphis runs his Pittsburgh establishment gives readers insight into the
conflicting feelings that he struggles with regularly, that “double consciousness”; yet, it may
appear to his patrons that he is simply cantankerous even though he is fair. For example, Wolf is
the local number runner and receives phone calls at the restaurant. Memphis constantly chastises
Wolf for this, telling him that he wants to give the city no reason to shut down his business; yet,
he routinely plays numbers with Wolf. This behavior shows how Memphis tries to exert his
dominion over his property still hoping that luck will afford him an opportunity to be excused from
the prejudice of society that continues to marginalize him.
Many Black people in America have sought to position themselves in relation to what
White Americans have established as standard as well as retaliation against what they have been
denied. This further connects to Du Bois’ assertion that Black people make self-evaluations based
on a protocol created by that dominant society. This is justifiable because White people are in
power and dictate the rule of law. For Black people to survive in the sixties where the American
government sanctioned regulations that promoted racism, an extreme understanding of the
workings of White American society was vital to fighting that prejudice. Understanding had to be
a proactive stance. Consequently, it is important to understand that Memphis’ yearning is not only
intertwined with his own ambition, but it is also connected to White people. His ambitions are
spurred because of the actions of White people. Cigdem Usekes states that “Wilson's white
characters have appeared time and again in Wilson scholarship; however, they have been treated
as peripheral, rather than central, to his plays. Because the lives of Wilson's Black characters are
inseparable from those of white Americans, we need to pay more deliberate attention to images of
whiteness in Wilson's work” (Usekes 115). In Wilson’s plays, White characters do not have to
be central figures on stage; yet, it is clearly understandable that paths that are chosen by Black
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characters stem from White influence. The dialogue alone, not to mention once joined with the
description Wilson provides of his characters, gives stage presence to White characters and a
society that do not take physical form. The main conflicts of the play are indicative of the
ubiquitous images of Whiteness. The Mississippi struggle revealed in flashbacks also validates
this image as a dominant rather than “peripheral” element of Wilson’s work. It is difficult for a
reader or viewer not to acknowledge that entity or be constantly conscious that it is a factor.
Usekes continues to argue that “considered as a whole, Wilson's twentieth-century cycle of plays
underscores the economic, social, and judicial dominance of White Americans” (Usekes 115-116).
He further notes that “Wilson’s fictive black world, however, is peopled with many whites; if they
do not appear on stage, they materialize in the lives, stories, and conversations of his black
characters.” (Usekes 115). Memphis’ character and experiences support this theory, but it should
not be confused with an attempt by Wilson to accommodate White people in his work. Again,
these conflicts are not about race, but racism. Memphis’ quest develops because of and despite
White influence.
Pittsburgh’s Hill District is an ideal setting for the autonomy Memphis seeks in the sense
that he no longer needs to abide by the rules of the racist south by directly catering to White people
as it was indoctrinated there. "During the years leading to World War I and after...Blacks from
the South...were urged to come by industry recruiters who also promised relief from the
segregation laws of their birthplace...Blacks continued to come to Pittsburgh and The Hill District
through the 1960s” (Miles A4). This Pennsylvania enclave was burgeoning with Black-owned
businesses that catered to the community’s needs; Memphis found his place within it. He has a
deed to prove it. Armed with this paper, he declares himself a formidable foe for the legal system
insisting that he will not accept a cent less than twenty five thousand dollars for his property. Now
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feeling well versed in property laws and “rules”, Memphis’ logic is formulaic, concise, and
unyielding. The city wants to buy his property and he decides that regardless of their offer, he has
a minimum that he will accept. This is an obvious liberating action in protest of the discrimination
he experienced in the South. Memphis’ migration from Jackson to Pittsburgh gives readers a front
row seat to his evolution as a man. His change is evident when he explains that in the 1930’s, he
was not prepared to deal with the theft of his property, but on the brink of Pittsburgh’s latest
overhaul, he informs his patrons, “I’m ready to walk through fire” (Wilson, Two Trains Running
59).
The pain that comes with walking through fire causes Memphis to detach himself from the
resiliency that he wants to embody. His denouncement of Black activism and treatment of
Hambone reveal that he may not be prepared to acknowledge that his intense pain still lingers.
There is no outward alignment with anyone who takes a public stance against injustice. Perhaps
since he has seen the damage that such proactiveness can do, he wards it off in exchange for more
so-called civil approaches like maintaining a deed to his property in Mississippi and hiring
attorneys. His reaction to an advertisement Sterling placed in the restaurant announcing a rally to
commemorate Malcolm X is an example of his objection to this behavior.
MEMPHIS: What the hell this doing up here?
(He tears it down and crumples it up.)
I don’t want this up in my place. I ain’t putting no sanctions on nothing like that.
That’s what the problem is now. All them niggers wanna do is have a rally. Soon
as they finish with one rally they start planning for the next. They forget about
what goes in between. You rally to spur you into action. When it comes time for
action these niggers sit down and scratch their heads.
(Wilson, Two Trains Running 85)
Memphis avoids alignment with Malcolm X, because the assassinated human rights leader directly
challenges White society in a manner that is not appeasing or comfortable for many people. The
shame the business owner harbors for not being able to take a stand in Mississippi will not allow
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him to form an alliance with anyone dead or alive who unapologetically takes a stand. This is an
example of his inability to walk through fire at this point. August Wilson’s reference to Malcolm
X in this play helps reveal characters’ evolution in being able to directly and publicly object to
their treatment by telling who supports the rally. The ability to make those objections are all parts
of their path to autonomy.
Memphis is not the only Wilson character prepared to act; but contrarily others are
presently willing to take that fiery walk to gain definition in a manner that could be detrimental
yet painfully inspiring. Despite his condition that has “deteriorated to such a point that he can only
say two phrases” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 14), Hambone is. He protests---I want my ham.
He gonna give me my ham. Hambone is “a man that refused to accept less than what he felt he
was due (Hartig 156).” He protests in front of Lutz’s establishment and he does not conceal the
fact that he is still infuriated by the injustice against him. His requests are ignored but his
representation of the determination to not be dismissed by the politics Whites have created and
manipulated is Memphis’ Achilles’ heel. Memphis says, “…he ain’t willing to accept whatever
the white man throw at him. It be easier. But he say he don’t mind getting out of the bed in the
morning to go at what’s right” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 30). Holloway and Memphis have
different versions of the reasoning behind Hambone’s mantra, yet their explanations converge with
the fact that Lutz, a White store owner, gave Hambone a chicken for the agreed upon task of
painting a fence. Hambone feels he was cheated when Lutz offered him a chicken, because Lutz
told him he would get a ham if he did a good job. The criteria for “good” were never negotiated.
Consequently, his crusade is to get what he believes he is owed, and in doing this he is a constant
reminder to the patrons of Lee’s Restaurant, and more particularly a reminder to Memphis, that
the ramifications of injustice live far beyond the actual act. Hambone is antagonizing to Memphis,
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but he cannot be much of a problem for Lutz, who never appears on stage, because he still has not
received his ham.
Memphis’ feelings for Hambone are conflicting; he admires Hambone’s tenacity, but
admiration is shrouded in rancor and vehement admonishments of the disturbance Hambone seems
to be. He shows visceral objection to Hambone because Hambone is doing exactly what he was
not able or willing to do when the White men in Mississippi took his land. Hambone fights for
what he believes is just and he is not waging this war through indirect means. The daily
oppositions to Lutz’s behavior become too much for Memphis to watch, so he concludes “That’s
the damnedest thing I ever seen” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 28) as he walks away from the
window that exposes Hambone’s protests and from everyone who chooses not to contain their
feeling of hope that maybe each new day will be the day that Lutz actually concedes and possibly
shows contrition. Contrary to Usekes claims, there is a great deal of attention payed to the image
of Whiteness because Hambone’s behavior and that of the other restaurant’s denizens would be
different if it were not for Lutz’s actions.
Hambone’s exchange with Lutz reminds Memphis’ of his Mississippi experience and the
only defense he has against the tidal pain that wells in him as a result of knowing that Hambone
“might have more sense than any of us” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 29) is to lash out with
emphatic attacks that leave the space between him and Hambone pockmarked with abrasion and a
hopeful limited likelihood that Hambone will continue to come around as a reminder of that which
Memphis has fought so hard to mentally escape. The relationship between Memphis and Hambone
is symbolic of the pain with which many of Wilson’s characters are plagued. Still we know that
Hambone has respect for Memphis and his business.

RISA: How you been? You been doing alright?
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(RISA fixes him a bowl of beans and some cornbread. She sets it in front
of him.)
HAMBONE: He gonna give me my ham. He gonna give me my ham.
RISA: You go on and eat. I got something for you.
(RISA exits into the back.)
HAMBONE: He gonna give me my ham.
MEMPHIS: Alright, that’s enough of that now!
HAMBONE: (under his breath): I want my ham. He gonna give me my ham.
(Wilson, Two Trains Running 14)
When he lowers his voice, he acknowledges that there are certain rules that must be recognized
and there’s a clear sense of respect for Memphis. Additionally, even though Risa allows Hambone
to eat without cost, he is prepared to pay when Memphis demands payment and it is, again, in this
exchange that we can tell that their relationship is not rooted in rivalry.
MEMPHIS: That’s sixty-five cent. You got sixty-five cent?
(HAMBONE gives him three quarters. He goes to the register and rings it up.
He takes Hambone’s change and slaps it down on the table in front of him.)
Go on and finish your beans and get on where you were going. Give him another
muffin, Risa.
(Wilson, Two Trains Running 66)
This small instance is one where Memphis is endearing, and his cantankerous tone cannot mask
the fact that he has more in common with Hambone than he is able to admit. So instead of voicing
this solidarity, his offering of another muffin is an emblem of allegiance. He understands
Hambone’s struggle, but he cannot embrace it until there is a reckoning of the misdeeds done in
Mississippi. Some might interpret Hambone’s reaction as fear, but if Hambone is intimidated by
Memphis’ demeanor or threats, he would not return to the restaurant regularly. He could go to
Seefus’ Restaurant, but he chooses Lee’s Restaurant which is a testimonial to the encouragement
and camaraderie that Hambone feels there. This is a symbiotic relationship.
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Even though it can be debated whether Hambone’s mental condition confines him to one
memory, it is not debatable that such a memory represents the scars of many of Wilson’s
characters. The physical scars that West discovers on Hambone’s dead body are telling. “Man
had so many scars on his body…I ain’t never seen nothing like that. All on his back, his chest…his
legs” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 91). This information makes Hambone’s death especially
tragic, because it allows readers to empathize with him even more with this new knowledge that
his sufferings were beyond those of which they were aware. Risa’s legs are scarred, but her
wounds are self-inflicted. Back scars speak to a violence that immediately channels thoughts to
the enslavement of Africans in America. Chronologically, it is unlikely that these scars were the
result of enslavement as we know it, but they absolutely suggest a depravity in society that
Memphis notes as Black men “wrestling with the world” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 5).
Memphis is no exception to the bruised of Wilson’s male protagonists. And it is his untended and
open wounds that continue to unleash the most intense objections to Hambone’s presence.
RISA: He ain’t bothering nobody.
MEMPHIS: Let him take that somewhere else. (MEMPHIS comes around the
counter, takes the coffee from HAMBONE, and throws it out.)
RISA: He ain’t bothering nobody, Memphis. He just come in to get his coffee.
HAMBONE (to MEMPHIS): He gonna give me my ham.
MEMPHIS (pushing Hambone toward the door): Go on over there and get it.
HAMBONE: I want my ham!
MEMPHIS (at the door): There he is. Go on over there and get it. (HAMBONE
exits.)
Come in here running off at the mouth. I’m tired of hearing that.
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RISA: He don’t bother nobody.
MEMPHIS: He bother me. Let him go on over there and get his ham. It ain’t
like Lutz hiding from him. That man crazy. He let Lutz drive him crazy.
Well, go on over there with Lutz and tell him. Don’t tell me. Man been
around here ten years talking the same thing. I’m tired of hearing it.
(MEMPHIS slams the restaurant door closed.)
(Wilson, Two Trains Running 43-44)
Black activist, Assata Shakur, writes in her autobiography “only the strong go crazy and the weak
just go along” (Shakur 194). As the play progresses, it becomes palpable that Hambone is one of
the strong, if not one of the strongest, because he does not simply go along. As a result of his
fortitude, he is labeled by those of seemingly lesser strength as crazy. Memphis says that Hambone
“let Lutz drive him crazy”, but he is mistaken in his assessment because he attaches a negative
connotation to crazy instead of viewing it as a form a revolutionary resistance. His own evolution
toward autonomy will likely include an element of this so called crazy if he is to be successful in
achieving his goals during some of America’s most racist years.
Hambone’s resilience is often misconstrued as manic comedy. Several members of the
audience during Two Trains Running Broadway run in 1992 at the Walter Kerr Theater laughed at
Hambone’s chants in demand of his ham. This laughter is the result of a misunderstanding that
trivializes the importance of the issues the play strives to address. Peter Marks interpretation of
Wilson’s work and a 2008 presentation of the play at Washington D.C.’s Kennedy Center
perpetuates such misunderstanding. “After the calumnies of the 40’s drama “Seven Guitars” and
the woes of the “50’s in “Fences”, it is a relief to shift into the ‘60’s with “Two Trains Running”
because it plays this politically explosive decade in an unexpected way: for laughs” (Marks). Some
of the same calumnies and woes of the earlier plays in the century cycle are continued in Wilson’s
entry set in 1969. So when Marks states that “one might have anticipated that Wilson would bring
the rage to an even fuller boil in this play”, he clearly does not understand Hambone and the other
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characters, because they are certainly not absent of rage. Marks refers to Hambone as a “bizarre
character” who performed a “menial job” for Lutz about ten years before the play opens. Menial
jobs were common employment for Black Americans at that time, so to imply that Hambone’s
work should not warrant justice is insulting to the historical perspective Wilson provides.
Additionally, it highlights Marks’ limited understanding of the social and economic forces that
impacted Blacks during the setting of the play and reduces Hambone’s behaviors to an effect of a
singular cause.
misinterpretation.

The scars on his chest, back, and legs emphatically counter such a
Marks’ critique pardons the Whiteness Usekes refers to in his analysis of

Wilson’s plays, and it belittles Memphis’ and Hambone’s efforts to seek autonomy in a society
where they already are and have been disrespected. Marks states that “Everyone, it seems, is
waiting for a ham, a hand or even a handout”, in efforts to illustrate that Wilson’s characters in
Two Trains Running do not embody a spirit of revolution and determination. However, the
dialogue of the play dismantles this perspective as characters attempt to define themselves in
accordance with the things to which they believe they are entitled. Furthermore, it demonstrates a
limited understanding of the types of characters created in drama that are fundamentally didactic
but appear to be superficially inconsequential. A Shakespearean Fool is a character that initially
seems to have the role of a buffoon or a disorderly character used for comic relief but whose role
turns out to be more instructive by the conclusion of the play. August Wilson likened the
Shakespearean Fool to a term he called a spectacle character and defined it as being “fully
integrated into the characters’ lives, but they are a spectacle for the audience” (Hartig 213).
Hambone is a spectacle character whose problems eventually manifest as valid and his route to
solution is, eventually, recognized as a legitimate stance.
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Hambone’s tagline, his maxim, “He gonna give me my ham. I want my ham”, is a
ferocious duel against injustice. Other than the few words Sterling teaches him about the beauty
in being Black, he never forms others. There are bevy of words the playwright could have chosen
to demonstrate Hambone’s verbal challenges; but in addition to his resistant mantra, he recalls a
few from Sterling’s tutorial on the beauty of Blackness. When Hambone forces out the words
“Black is beautiful”, he is engaging in another level of resistance because Blackness is not publicly
accepted or shown as beautiful. His choice of words advances him along the path to autonomy
because the words are affirming that who he is and those from whom he comes are worthy
recognition according to their standards, not White standards.
The repetition of pleas for his ham together with his demeanor make it clear that there is
an internal conflict. Readers and audience members who confine themselves to the expectation of
comedy when seeing Black people in theater overlook the themes of the play by anchoring
themselves within the asylum of laughter. It is here that the effect of “mental deterioration”, as
Wilson labeled Hambone’s behavior, is at times viewed as a punch line that is nothing more than
a humorous rant. Harry Justin Elam argues, “characters who appear mentally impaired, besieged
by madness, unable to grasp the reality of the world behind them, represent a connection to
a…legacy of black social activism” (J. H. Elam 611). The behavior of these characters is
misinterpreted as an action designed to evoke amusement when it is indeed an act of resistance.
As a result, it is viewed through the emotional lens that is most comfortable—humor. Langston
Hughes declares, “Humor is laughing at what you haven’t got when you ought to have it” (Hughes,
Book of Negro Humor vii). What many do not have is the ability to empathize with characters
who have been marginalized as a result of racism when those characters presentations deviate from
what is thought to be respectable. When any audience of any demographic makeup does this, it is
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concerning. The laughter suggests a consent to mark the experiences of people of African descent
in this country as insignificant; it reduces the Black experience to something illicit and small that
is unworthy of contemplative discussion.

Amusement at things that are not funny rejects

Hambone’s ability to “walk through fire” and gives it no credence as an audacious act of bravery.
To engage in a reading or production where the setting is applicable to understanding the
motivations of the characters, a historical context must be applied. The text consistently reveals
the time period with examples like the displayed menu that includes chicken and two sides for
$2.45, gasoline sold for five cents per gallon, and Lutz’s offer to give Hambone a chicken or ham
for painting a fence.

Ignoring these parts of the play as indicators of the setting leads to

misconstruing characters’ motivations. Hambone makes strides to maintain the sense of manhood
and autonomy he feels is threatened. His actions are a form of resistance and “an affirmation of
his worth in the face of this society’s urgent and sometimes profound denial” (Wilson, The Ground
on Which I Stand 11). August Wilson’s objective is not to elicit laughter or lessen the weight of
the text with comic relief, but to draw attention to the trauma that propels Black resistance and the
difficulties associated with that resistance.
There are humorous lines in Two Trains Running, but the play is not part of the comedic
genre. Wilson had a gift of molding the spirit of everyday conversation into language that evokes
laughter. This way that the playwright encompasses laughter is not stand up style, but more so a
wittiness that supports the assertion that, “humor is your unconscious therapy” (Hughes, Book of
Negro Humor vii). Deliverance is a coping mechanism for characters, not a cue for mirth that is
the result of limited understanding of the text.

There’s a truth in the words that his characters

spew gently and uncompromisingly. Their words are not punchlines and they are not meant to
devalue a situation, so it is not the “funny” that dominates or defines this piece.

When Memphis
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is drunk in the final scene and realizes that Hambone is dead, he repeats Hambone’s mantra--He
gonna give me my ham. He gonna give me my ham. I want my ham. Memphis is bleeding for all
the times that he could not stand with the resilience that Hambone did and demand, even if his
gestures seemed futile, what he believed was his entitlement. To analyze Memphis’ final words
in such a way would require many to re-examine their approach to Hambone. He would no longer
be humorous. It would be easier to see him as a character who is worthy of special attention,
because his death creates a sense of hopelessness regarding self-preservation and autonomy. “It’s
impossible, because he’s no longer there. Suddenly they feel the loss, what his death means. Every
day he goes by without his ham, and the possibility exists that he might one day get it. But when
you remove that possibility, it becomes evident to everybody that he never got his ham” (Hartig
160). To look at him as a character that is not comic would warrant switching gears to analyze the
play. It would require an application of historical setting and patterns in a racist society that has
left people damaged. Removal of the buffoonery associated with Hambone’s presence prompts
questions and discourse that necessitate deeper examination of the effects of racism on him.
Therefore, Harry Justin Elam concludes, “In Two Trains Running, Hambone’s absent, dead body
speaks. Rather than an embodied presence on display, his spirit and the power of the spirit
conveyed in the absence of the material body are present. When Sterling breaks into Lutz’s butcher
shop and returns with hands bloodied, holding a ham to be buried in Hambone’s coffin, he not
only fulfills Hambone’s life mission, he finds meaning for his own” (H. Elam 193).
Sterling has a problem that is more easily identified than those of the other characters in
the play. He has been recently released from the penitentiary and he needs a job. “Sterling appears
at times to be unbalanced, but it is a combination of his unorthodox logic and straightforward
manner that makes him appear so” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 16). He tries to play numbers,
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wash West’s cars, sell gas that he “found”, visit Aunt Esther for luck, and tries to convince
Memphis to sell chicken sandwiches during lunch time at the steel mill to name a few. The ideas
for ways to be gainfully employed flow in abundance, but none are lucrative enough to position
him as he would like. “All I try to do is live in this world, but the world done gone crazy. I’m
sorry I was ever born into it” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 52). At thirty, his enterprising spirit is
likely spurred from his recent release from the penitentiary and determination not to go back;
however, he seems very cognizant that this is not an unlikely outcome. “You subject to end up
there anyway. You don’t have to do nothing to go to jail” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 53). This
foreshadows Sterling’s daunting pursuit of autonomy.
Sterling’s thoughts are unfettered. He routinely bounces from topic to topic in discussion.
Most are anchored in his goal to move forward in society, but it also suggests an unwillingness to
commit to much of the painful circumstances that have shaped his life. Instead, he focuses on the
core of beliefs he has decided will result in financial gain and a societal positioning that can match
or, at least, not be tarnished by Whites. Honesty prevails as one of them. By his own admission,
Risa finds out that his penitentiary time was a result of him robbing a bank because he came to the
conclusion that “a man suppose to have money sometime”. This topic led to his fondness for a
caretaker at the orphanage where he was raised. When the topic of the scars on Risa’s legs comes
up immediately afterwards, he engages in this discussion for a short moment; he then continues by
talking about a boy in the orphanage who bled to death after cutting his wrists. Next, he
capriciously invites Risa to the rally celebrating Malcolm X’s life as if the idea just came to him.
He is drawn to the rally because Malcolm X symbolizes freedom from following preset rules about
how Black people are supposed to behave. He symbolizes liberation and Sterling desperately
wants to be liberated from the constraints he has faced in America. Participating in events that
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embody that spirit of revolution inspire this newly freed man on his road to autonomy. The spirit
of revolution and the need for change is a topic to which he can relate, and it is empowering for
him. Sterling seems to have a great deal of difficulty speaking at length about issues that are sore
spots, though, and the ricochet of his conversation supports that. To talk about why Risa cut her
legs in depth could lead to the exposure of problems that he cannot solve. Similarly, a discussion
of the fateful decision his friend from the orphanage made might result in just as much of a feeling
of incapacity.
This example, like Hambone’s situation, can be a case of the strong going crazy as Shakur
noted. To dodge the bullets of engaging in conversations about ills he cannot remedy, he teeters
on topics without commitment. Sterling is mercurial in his dance around matters for which he has
no salve and he positions himself within the realm of those that offer a possibility for a life with
the comforts he has either grown accustomed to embracing or those that embody the life that he
believes can lead to freedom from the limitations he has known. In contrast, the Malcolm X Rally
is something that he can affect now. He recognizes his power to be a part of a movement that is
legitimate and revolutionary and will not require much further justification. This rally is not a
place where Blacks must submit to the rules of Whites and Sterling seems to flourish in
environments where he doesn’t have to do that. “Like when I robbed that bank. That made me
feel strong too” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 48). Even if that flourishment leads to a series of
unfortunate events, there is a sense of autonomy.
Later Sterling says that it looks like Hambone did a good job of painting Lutz’s fence and
that he was inclined to go and get Hambone’s ham for him but decided against it because “he
wouldn’t have nothing to do in the morning” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 50). Immediately after
this, he asks if the jukebox is working. The dialogue that would have resulted from the possibility
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of him taking a ham on Hambone’s behalf would have, again, led to a scenario that was out of
Sterling’s control. As tempting as such an act would be in redemption for wrongs, it is not a viable
option because it does not secure the position Sterling seeks at this time.
Hambone represents resilience to Sterling.

Just like Memphis,

Hambone’s daily rants broadcast his belief in

possibilities just as much as they inspire the others in the play. So, there is no promise, at this
point, in going to get Hambone’s ham for him. The jukebox, on the other hand, does not warrant
such emotional involvement. It will either work or it will not, and either status will not affect the
mood of the day.
In another scene, Penniless Sterling asks to borrow two dollars. After being turned down
by most, Risa finally offers him the money. Initially, he plans to use the two dollars to play the
number 781 which, like a seer, Risa has given to him because she has seven scars on one leg and
eight on the other. The reasoning for the one in the lucky combination is something she has chosen
to keep to herself. Contrary to his plan, he gives the two dollars to Wolf to post bail for Bubba
Boy, a neighbor whose “woman” died and who is now in jail for trying to steal a dress for her
burial. This shows that despite his goal of material and financial gain, empathy for a man who
must combat the penal system is evident.
In another part of the play, West shares some advice with Sterling his father gave him after
Sterling once again talks about his plans to make money and get a woman.
WEST: …I told him I wanted to find me a woman and go away and get me a
ranch and
raise horses like my granddaddy. I was still waiting around
to find the woman. He told me to get the ranch first and the woman would
come. I never did get me the ranch, but he was right.
(Wilson, Two Trains Running 94)
Sterling quickly determines that he needs to get a ranch albeit he “ain’t never seen a real horse and
wouldn’t know how to act around one”. Clearly Sterling is sporadic in his thoughts; yet, they are
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all interwoven in a macramé of possibilities of how African American people can move beyond
their current state of despair into one that is more promising, even posthumously. The coup de
grace is in the final moments of the play. Upon learning of Hambone’s death, Sterling leaves the
restaurant after giving Risa his earnings, “all five hundred sixty two dollars of it”, and he returns
“carrying a large ham. He is bleeding from his face and his hands. He grins and lays the ham on
the counter” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 110). No line in the play physically, literally and
metaphorically represents the freedom as this one does. Sterling exemplifies Memphis’ didactic
description of how heavy freedom is when he says to West, “that’s for Hambone’s casket”.
MEMPHIS: …These niggers talking about freedom, but what you gonna do with
it? Freedom is heavy. You got to put your shoulder to freedom. Put your
shoulder to it and hope your back hold up. And if you around here
looking for justice, you got a long wait.
(Wilson, Two Trains Running 41-42)
All other efforts at empowerment are elusive. The number seven eighty-one he played with the
local number runner, Wolf, hits; and the family that controls the gambling circuit cuts the number
and gives him only half of the money he expects to win. In the spirit of Hambone, he confronts
them because they do not hold up their end of the deal and demands what he believes is his
entitlement but gains nothing. When he steals the ham, he regains a feeling of strength that has
been absent in his other efforts. There is an absolute realization that his risk comes at a cost, a
heaviness, and that is why he gives Risa all the money he has before he leaves the restaurant to
break into Lutz’s. Sterling’s actions avenge Hambone and himself as they are both victims of
injustices they could not overcome. Furthermore, Sterling affords the other characters serenity,
for they, too, can rest easier knowing that Hambone eventually got what he constantly fought to
attain. Many characters in the play can bolster the trait of heroism when their personal struggles
are carefully analyzed, but Sterling embodies it in a tangible way because he provides the
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resolution to a conflict that is expressly clear throughout the play. He puts his shoulder to freedom
and welcomes the weight. In accordance with his reverence of Malcom X, he makes a bold
statement to stop asking for things Black people are owed. Instead, he attains them by his own
means. Hambone’s conflict has stared them all down and challenged them to “wrestle” with the
notion of whether they have demanded the respect to which they are entitled. Sterling’s action is
catalytic because it urges them to make sure they resolve the issues that torment them and find
ways to define themselves on their own terms with no regard to the preset societal stereotypes.
Sterling pays a price that is redemptive for all. It is the only situation that he does not need to
elude by changing the topic. Everything else is easily dismissed and quickly draws his attention
to the next possibility regardless of how improbable it is. The crux of Hambone’s death is not
effortlessly passed by and this tragic ending for Sterling is an example of the risks August Wilson’s
Black male characters take to walk through fire and seek definition and autonomy in a world where
it is often emphatically denied. “By the play’s end, Sterling begins to find directions for his
energies, rage and desire. His final act of breaking Lutz’s window and stealing a ham for
Hambone’s casket serves as a symbol of moving beyond talk to active black resistance” (H. Elam
139). So at great personal risk and believing “that way I have something that belong to him for a
change” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 97), Sterling steals the ham knowing that the consequence
is another stint in prison.
Memphis, Hambone and Sterling are willing to take great risks that can lead to grave danger
to secure personal autonomy.

They strive to secure autonomy through economic stability.

Creating a space where they can thrive as human beings should not be an unsafe pursuit; yet, it is.
Their courage lies in their decision to chase their goals despite the imminent danger of their
endeavors.
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King Hedley II
Also set in Pittsburgh’s Hill District but in 1985, King Hedley II chronicles the life of thirty
six year old King who has been recently released from prison for murder. He tries to sell stolen
refrigerators with his friend, Mister, and plans to use the profits to start a legitimate business. He
lives with his wife and mother and his relationship with them is contentious. King is ferocious. He
has the snare of a venomous predator and unlike the deeply rooted conflicts of protagonists that
slowly spill onto the pages of August Wilson’s Two Trains Running, King’s unfolds as an eruption
like the “atomic bomb” he says is in him. He shares the same goal as Memphis, Hambone and
Sterling. However, his approach is very different and shows that Black male characters in
Wilson’s plays do not have singular tactics to secure autonomy. Autonomy is a recurring motif in
the texts and the quest for it is given validity when Wilson shows the different routes characters
take to secure it. Act One opens with tension and King is carefully watched for his reactions.
Many of his words are coated in vitriol. He is clearly bruised and has had to dodge defeat; yet, he
maintains a bark that is just as strong if not more robust than his bite. King’s more ferocious bark
is a tool that allows him to avoid having to address his feeling that he has not secured autonomy.
If his threatening approach can suppress conflicts, he settles on that. The tensions disturb him, but
he settles. His experiences before prison are instructive in informing the types of consequences
that his behavior can yield; therefore, despite his ruffian presentation, he never immediately attacks
after his release. He makes many threats to do so, but he does not. His decision not to
automatically resort to attack mode is motivated by an interior force rather than external. When
we meet him, he is planting flower seeds for his wife, Tonya. His estranged mother, Ruby, advises
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that he needs good dirt. The dirt that King uses to plant the flowers is a guiding metaphor
throughout the script and a blaring symbol of the ability and need for growth. The play opens
with him scolding Ruby with “Ain’t nothing wrong with this dirt” (Wilson, King Hedley II 12),
and it is his aim throughout the drama to prove that his declaration is so.
King has a “vicious scar running down the left side of his face” that is often referenced,
and it represents a reason why he is so conscientious about defining his role in the world. King
believes the scar speaks to the world before he does and says things he chooses not to communicate
and that possibly are untrue. This belief coupled with having spent seven years in prison, which
he felt was an unjust decree, keeps this dreamer saddled with a stinging tongue lash that is cast
upon anyone who cannot or refuses to recognize the mark of substantiation that he is trying to
make in the world.
KING. Now they done had World War I…and World War II…the next
motherfucker that fucks with me it’s gonna be World War III.
(Wilson, King Hedley II 63)
The wrath he plans to unleash should in no way be taken as idol. Part of the misfortune in which
King is cloaked is that those who are dear to him bare the collateral damage of his unbridled anger
and limited restraint. His ex-girlfriend, Neesi, whose memory he desperately hopes will disappear
from even the vaguest of recollection, became part of a predicament that knew no happy ending.
His close friend, Mister, hopes to assuage the sting of her unrelated death by telling King, “She
got scared and the police tricked her. She thought they was going to put her in jail” (Wilson, King
Hedley II 29). King does not blame Neesi for his incarceration even though she blamed herself.
He owns Pernell’s murder like paid for real estate and to acknowledge any fault on Neesi’s part
would dismantle the reasoning he provides as a defense for murdering his enemy--- “The
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motherfucker cut me” (Wilson, King Hedley II 60). It is with this fervent passion that King begins
and maintains all endeavors, because he believes he is entitled to things which people are
constantly trying to prevent him from attaining. Accordingly, in his pursuit of the personal
autonomy he believes financial independence will permit, he sells stolen refrigerators and
burglarizes a jewelry store to accrue capital to open a video store because he “ain’t gonna be poor”
all his life. These plans, as could be expected, are marred with challenges.
The fire through which King walks differs from that of Memphis, Hambone, and Sterling
because they are bound by discriminatory laws that restrict them from outward retaliation which
makes it difficult for them to define themselves on their own terms. King is not restricted by the
same written rules that constrain Black rights; but he is influenced by the limitations that the history
of racism created through unwritten discriminatory practices. His behavior is a reaction to the
circumstances in which he finds himself as a Black American during Reaganomics’ crushing
economic hammer, crack riddled quagmires and a reduction of government programs for the poor;
and it is his decisions in response to this setting that determine the height of his troubles. This is
evident in his interactions with those around him. He goes for the rifest of conflicts to etch out the
space he demands believing that he can design the trajectory of his life, despite the unorthodox
route. He announces, “God’s only in charge of some things” (Wilson, King Hedley II 39)
signifying that he has the power to control his destiny and can create an autonomy via economic
stability that is void of the regiment of conventionalities to which others have given dominion over
their fate. King believes that God has abandoned him, so he continues with his dismissal of such
omnipotent authority over any aspect of his life and persists in defining himself based on his own
truths, particularly when his stand is in accordance with rules White society says should be
followed.
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A recurring motif in the century of August Wilson’s plays is paper---freedom papers,
marriage licenses, deeds, contracts. Paper. As light as it literally is, it carries momentous weight
and for Wilson’s characters it is a hallmark of their birth right to be acknowledged, to gain
undisputed access to that which they believe they are entitled. Papers have always had substantial
value to Black people in America and freedom papers were a most esteemed expression of
autonomy. Characters cling to their papers as evidence of their right to be. In this description of
African American life in 1985 Pittsburgh, the motif is just as weighty with King. The moment he
takes to seek definition through rules established by the status quo, armed with his piece of paper,
leads to an aggressively confrontational situation at Sears that is absent of God and protective
forces. So, King approaches it in the typical manner which he seems to find most effective and
necessary.
KING. They ain’t got the pictures. Told me they can’t find them and
they ain’t got no record of them. I showed him the receipt and he told me that
didn’t count. I started to grab him by the throat. How in the hell the receipt not
gonna count? That’s like money…A receipt is a receipt all over the world. You
can’t have no system where a receipt don’t count. You can’t just go making up
the rules… I tried to tell him this politely like Mama Louise taught me. He trying
to talk while I’m talking. I told him, “ Motherfucker, shut up and listen to me!”
(Wilson, King Hedley II 56-57)
King’s receipt guarantees him ownership, dominion over something that is completely his and
should not have to be negotiated. The dismissal of his paper is equivalent to the dismissal of him
as a human being. Such egregiousness angers him more than the pictures not being available. The
theme of ownership and what paper documentation is supposed to entitle takes on the same
prevalence in this play as it does in Two Trains Running. Both Memphis and King stand with the
piece of paper that established rules specify are necessary to make a claim for something that
belongs to them. Still, their claims are denied despite their attempt to follow the procedures, and
the denial adds fuel to their fire and further obstacles to the course of their goals.
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King’s verbal assault is not discriminating, and no setting can settle the degree of his anger.
Both the court and school systems have embossed an unruly stamp on him in response to him
making choices he believes are just and as a result “active black resistance takes the form of
fulfilling white fears of black degeneracy” (H. Elam 139).

Still, the beleaguered Pittsburgher

makes choices based on his understanding of right versus wrong regardless of whether his veracity
is understood or accepted.
KING. I ain’t sorry for nothing I done. And ain’t gonna be sorry…”Cause I’m
gonna do the right thing…It ain’t in me to do nothing else. We might
disagree about what it is. But I know what is right for me.
(Wilson, King Hedley II 60)
Through this logic, King rationalizes his rampage in Sears, his unauthorized approach to the jury
during a court case, kicking his teacher, and his verbal assault on Elmore for stepping on the seeds
he planted, as well as to any other obstacles he considers wrong. Consequently, King believes it
was perfectly sound to uproariously contest the jury’s verdict of guilty because he maintained that
he did no wrong. In describing the incident to Mister, he says, “The judge like to had a fit” (Wilson,
King Hedley II 60). This challenge resulted in further disciplinary action restricting him to not
only the literal boundaries of solitary confinement but also the societal isolation of being judged
with a rubric of standards for which he has not been prepared. In his world, “blood for blood” is
a standard and fitting retribution for attack. His philosophy is synonymous with admonishments
stated in the Bible upon which all taking the stand in the courtroom of his trial had to take an oath--But if there is harm, then you shall pay life for life, eye for eye. Therefore, his response to the
verdict is organic. Are these not part of the tenets that Americans are encouraged to follow?
Perhaps, King might have been more lenient with his address if the jury showed some compassion
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for the act that incited the Christian decreed retaliation. His behavior personifies James Baldwin’s
assertion that “you have to decide who you are and force the world to deal with you, not with its
idea of you” (Baldwin). His concern is that they do not find any validity in his argument and plea
of not guilty as if the scale for measurement was devised without regard to the issues that would
be weighed. This is another ill in which King feels society offers few remedies and the only
antidotes are those that he concocts on his own. His own concoctions, however, often counter his
predicted outcome and lead to a dystopian outlook for which the majority, or at least the majority
that is in decision making positions, finds no empathy. Furthermore, it shows how his perceptions
and those connected to God continue to ironically contradict.
As the presumed son of the machete wielding Hedley in August Wilson’s Seven Guitars,
the tricenarian spews attacks on society from different angles sometimes in soliloquy form because
his audience of fellow characters is not always the target, even though his speech is an immediate
retort to their actions. The rage in King is capsulized, and even though spoken to Ruby, Mister,
Elmore and Tonya, the message is megaphoned to the often deafened ears of White America that
have marginalized him in a way that shackles education, levels of employment and home
ownership---all major aspects of an accepted definition of manhood. Wilson laces King’s rebukes
with a switch from first person address to second that suggests his tirade is at times a reproach of
his loved ones. In these instances, the playwright shows that King makes little distinction between
his friends and family and the faceless entity of racial disparity that he believes limits his goals.
His constant discontent is now just a severe public indictment and those who love him are left to
find their way in and around it unscathed.
KING. They got everything stacked up against you as it is. Every time I try to do
something they get in the way. They don’t want you to have none of that.
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They got fifty-eleven ways to get money and don’t want you to have none.
They block you at every turn. (Wilson, King Hedley II 58)
“They” take form in different situations but all represent a single entity---an oppressor, an
autocracy where they have all formed a united front and morphed into a single entity that King
trusts is bent on limiting the access Black men and particularly he has to the most basic levels of
human needs. He marries they with his family and friends in verbiage when he says things like,
“I want you to get the picture. Each and every one of you” (Wilson, King Hedley II 63).
Fortunately, as emotionally and socially complex as King is, he is preaching to the choir. That
choir may not be one in alignment with his song, but it is one that has heard it before or knows its
melody and crescendo. With this, the Act closes in silence from those listening, hoping even in
the fade of the lights that King will be cautious enough to avoid the imminent danger of his
thoughts.
American psychologist, Abraham Maslow, is best known for creating Maslow’s Hierarchy
of Needs which says that human behavior is motivated by five categories of needs. Simply
Psychology, a journal of psychology articles including theories and perspectives about the subject
contends, “Every person is capable and has the desire to move up the hierarchy toward a level of
self-actualization. Unfortunately, progress is often disrupted by failure to meet lower level needs.
Life experiences, including divorce and loss of job may cause an individual to fluctuate between
levels of the hierarchy. Therefore, not everyone will move through the hierarchy in a unidirectional manner but may move back and forth between the different types of needs” (McLeod).
Esteem and Self-Actualization are the tiers of Maslow’s structure that are the most formidable
barriers for King. The Esteem level is punctuated by feeling good about oneself and feeling valued
by others. The Self-Actualization level is marked by feeling fulfilled and having your greatest
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goals manifest. Admission to either level requires a positive response to questions like Are you
worthy of honor and recognition? Are you important? Are you living to your highest potential?
Even though King is not thinking of the terminology or theory of Maslow’s Hierarchy, he is aware
that there are things he wants and needs to feel; his answers to these questions would not be
commensurate with those society will accept. He incessantly struggles to make his mark in the
Hill District with hopes that it will echo throughout Pittsburgh and cities beyond, amplified by a
presence, a legacy, a life that cannot be denied or ignored. “And I want everybody to know, just
like my daddy that you can’t fuck with me…When you see me coming, that’s who you better see”
(Wilson, King Hedley II 65). Almost thirty years prior to this advisory to the world, King
embodied it with his third grade teacher. He could not see the rationale in her knowing whether
he had to “do number one or number two”, so he left her question unanswered which resulted in
her denial of his request to go to the bathroom. As he often uses Mama Louise’s advice to influence
his choices, he decided to go anyway and not “be no fool”. The teacher grabbed him. He
responded by kicking her and the “unruly” label was tattooed on the record of a minor, cemented
by a culture of injustice that a Black boy around the age of eight in late 1950’s America would
find difficult to argue against---unruly.
King’s unruly struggle for autonomy through economic stability and self-preservation is
not supported by American doctrines. Thomas Jefferson’s immortalized words that men are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness circumvent King. Established in 1776, the Declaration of Independence was
clearly not designed with the belief that people of African descent were part of humanity; yet,
centuries later it is still enshrined with a glass barricade that can be equated to the metaphoric glass
ceiling that King peers through with hopeful eyes but is not able to penetrate. The court reminds
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him of this impediment: school reminds him of this obstruction and Elmore does, too, when he
steps on the seeds that represent King’s existence and development. These acts are similar to the
receipt that was dismissed which King interpreted as saying that he “don’t count”.
ELMORE. I ain’t seen them there. How the hell I’m supposed to know there were
seeds there.
KING. Open your eyes and look…They were growing.
(Wilson, King Hedley II 62)
In addition to the step that King views as a pulverization, the problem lies with Elmore not seeing
the seeds. To not see them, is to not see King and this is just the dismissive behavior he has had
to address at integral parts of his life. This dismissal is a bone of contention that infuriates this
volcanic man who clings tightly to Mama Louise’s words as a guiding force.

Despite the

politeness that she encouraged, his response to Elmore, is not a reproach of Elmore but more a
public impeachment of American society. It is a wailing from the wounded who, even impaled,
still promises vengeance knowing that it can come at a price tagged heavily with personal demise.
He hopes to secure at least one win that will define him beyond the negative judgments associated
with his name. As Act One closes, King has the final word and in his twenty lines, he repeats to
the world seven times that his dirt is “good dirt”, six times he tells his audience to “look” as if they
have missed something throughout this botanical evolution (which is his evolution) and twice he
recaps that the seeds were “growing”. All of this is emblematic of his position in society. He
believes he is good, and that people should look at him beyond the unruliness, beyond his “vicious
scar”, and recognize that he is growing and, though sometimes flawed, is making his best attempt
at manhood. These seeds, planted for Tanya well into their marriage and after much tribulation,
are an opportunity for redemption and an intricate unpeeling of layers that have clouded his image.
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King’s hopes that the stems will sprout and effloresce regardless of seasons is symbolic of his
belief that he can reach those upper tiers of Maslow’s hierarchy in a way that he and all who can
come in contact with him can hold in high esteem. However, there are obstacles---mires of
quicksand that he hopscotches around with the agility of a skilled navigator but always loom
suggesting that at times, he is not the predator but the prey.
King declares, “I’m coming back.” (Wilson, King Hedley II 72). Although King offers
this testimony to Mister as they are planning to rob a jewelry store to acquire capitol to start a
business, this statement is an assurance King must provide himself. It is an assurance that he is
going to attain a solid and legitimate economic ground despite the path he must take to get it; so,
he must assert that this robbery is not what is going to define or end him. He believes that financial
gain will yield the respect he is looking for as a Black man in America. Relying on no other power
than his own, his declaration announces that he has an ability to rejuvenate, regrow and thrive the
way the flowers that will sprout from the seeds do. King must affirm that he is coming back as an
act only he can control, because his relationship with God has been severed or bruised to a point
where King is not on the upside of fortune.
KING. Anybody kill somebody is living without God. You ain’t even got no right
to pray. When Mama Louise died I was standing around the bedside. She
told me she was gonna leave me in the hands of God. She didn’t know that
I had already messed that up.
ELMORE. Anybody kill somebody is on their own.
(Wilson, King Hedley II 72)
King, however, does not seem to mind being on his own. He believes that God has forsaken him
and contends that engaging in certain behaviors will result in an existence where God will continue
to show no favor, no allegiance and no mercy. Because of this, King is guided by his own rationale
for what has been done and what must be done to achieve success and autonomy through economic
stability. His path is in alignment with essayist Audre Lorde’s assertions that “for…Black men, it
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is axiomatic that if we don’t define ourselves for ourselves, we will be defined by others---for their
use and our detriment” (Lorde 45). Guiding forces of what is just and what is not are not available
to him, so he creates his own rules and justifies decisions with a logic that is rooted in his
encounters. The absence of God licenses his brash demeanor as an acceptable reaction to the way
he has been treated. However, his redemption ironically comes at the end of the script when he
decides not to kill Elmore. Elmore’s demise is something King planned for but when presented
with the chance to easily take Elmore’s life, he relinquishes, understanding that preset rules of
engagement do not have to define him. The beleaguered King’s autonomy and definition are
gained in ways he did not anticipate. As the play nears its end, King stomps on the flowers that
allegorically exemplify him throughout the play. Yet, his decision to spare Elmore’s life proves
that there is an opportunity for regrowth after the greatest adversity. King Hedley II is a perfect
example of how the strength that defines manhood surpasses the physical but also includes a very
emotional strength and courage that is necessary to navigate American society.
King’s intention is to acquire personal autonomy by securing economic assets, because he
believes this is a standard where he can stand on equal ground with White America. However, he
attains a personal autonomy on a higher level that ironically coincides with biblical teachings. He
turned the other cheek. Unknowingly, he secures his personal autonomy in realizing what he wants
the world to realize about him---human life has value.

Conclusion
What price is to be paid for someone’s “right on this Earth to be a man”? What is fair
compensation in order “to be given the rights of a human being in this society”? What fee must
be paid “to be respected as a human being” in America? Actions of Hambone, King Hedley II,
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Memphis Lee and Sterling Johnson in August Wilson’s Two Trains Running and King Hedley II
bellow these questions from Pittsburgh’s Hill District in the 1960’s and 1980’s sincerely, angrily
and relentlessly. They demand answers and restitution for all they have been denied. At what
expense does self-preservation and autonomy come?

August Wilson’s characters have walked

through small blazes to infernos that rival Dante’s ninth circle, sometimes leaving physical traces
and at others, leaving medleys of conversation and memories with crusted overlays and peeling
skin that illustrate the pain of carving out a space in the world for one’s self, particularly a space
for a Black man in America. “Refusing to privilege or valorize Anglo-American culture as
dominant, Wilson strives to reposition and recapture blackness not as the mirror opposite of
whiteness but for its own historical resonance and complexity” (Clark 101). Such a quest leads to
a variety of deviations from societal norms that may have become stigmatized to a point where
those looking at them do not see their complexity---the honor, the shame, the beauty, the dignity
and the yearning.
Hambone’s fire comes in the form of years of being denied the ham to which he believes
he is entitled. The ham is a powerful metaphor for everything championed in the Civil Rights and
Black Power Movements. Additionally, Hambone’s fire comes in the form of public alienation
from Memphis and no overwhelming support from the residents of Lee’s Restaurant. The stigma
that arises for Hambone is in the “crazy” attribute pinned upon him. His autonomy is documented
in the fact that he does not allow anyone to undermine his goals and in doing that he finds a niche
under the umbrella of manhood and autonomy. His mantra “He gonna give me my ham”, as
misunderstood as it is, personifies courage, strength and vigor. Memphis’ visceral language, even
though it is his own defense mechanism, scorches; yet, Hambone endures. Lutz’s dismissal of
Hambone’s demands singes; yet, Hambone endures.
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Memphis’ fire torments him internally and he does not showcase it like the other characters,
but it burns. The restaurateur’s inability to save his mule or land in Mississippi blisters; yet, he
moves on believing that at some point justice will be served. His quest is for restitution. The
emasculation of his mule is representative of his own emasculation in American society and even
though he is the proprietor of a business, that alone has not quelled his disdain for the society that
allowed such injustice. Consequently, he will return to a discriminatory Mississippi to get his land
and justice. Hambone’s struggles and death remind Memphis of the importance of commitment
to a cause and reveals his belief that, like King, sometimes you have to get what you want in an
unconventional manner when society provides an uneven playing field, “Lutz never did give him
his ham, did he? I always figured one day Lutz would break down and give it to him. Either that
or he’d take it” (Wilson, Two Trains Running 109).
Sterling’s inability to find a job paying decent wages, get his Cadillac and ranch, and marry
Risa scalds; yet, he endures and his enduring is redemption for all when he takes the ham to be
placed in Hambone’s casket. The dishonor from which Sterling cannot seem to detach himself is
the fact that he is an ex-convict. He is not taken seriously by the male characters in the play. This
also impedes his ability to get the kind of job, woman or lifestyle he wants; yet, he continues
unencumbered by societal restraints from his own race or from Whites. When he comes into the
restaurant “bleeding from his face and his hands”, this is an act of boldness that speaks to all other
characters announcing that he has the courage to provide for those who have been intentionally
marginalized in American society for reasons none other than it was possible.
King Hedley’s fire is incinerating. Unlike the other characters, his troubles arise mostly as
a result of the decisions he makes because of racism in America. He fills the space of the yard in
his rowhouse with venom and resentment for all the opportunities that are not afforded to him. It
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is his anger that smolders his relationships and his potential and allows for an impatience that
sometimes makes him unable to rationalize and be successful in a Black community that is riddled
with drugs, violence and depression.
August Wilson’s Black male characters walk through fire to gain personal autonomy
through economic stability in America. Their expectations are lofty and their paths to secure their
goals differ much like James Baldwin, W.E.B. Du Bois, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm
X who shared a common goal but differed in their approach to the liberation of Black Americans;
yet, they are willing to fight for them because they believe they have particular entitlements as
human beings. Again, some of those same entitlements are specified in America’s most prestigious
documents, America’s most prestigious pieces of paper. Wilson’s characters tout their papers in
Two Trains Running and King Hedley II as symbols of routes to some form of access or liberation.
They carry them as badges of honor and licenses of rights to things which they have been denied
for which America must provide restitution. Thus, Dr. King spoke from the hearts of Hambone,
King, Memphis and Sterling on April 3, 1968 in Memphis, Tennessee when he said, “All we say to
America is, be true to what you said on paper” (M. L. King).
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